From Resident To Citizen

: Create Osan into a heathy and green learning city

with SYSTEM and PEOPLE

WE ARE HERE!!
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Osan uses lifelong learning to overcome the challenges in a local community.
Ulrich Beck
Germany, 1944

“Risk-Society”

- Impossibility of prediction
- Risk increasing
- Uncertainty
- Complexity
Problem: ‘individuals’
Risk-Society
Residents who just sleep
Lack of settlement
City that just sleeps
Leaving residents

Solution: ‘Society members’
Society where people live together
Reflective and active citizens
Foundation for living
Live together
Agent of life
Part. Two
Main elements to implement lifelong learning.
: SYSTEM & PEOPLE
The SYSTEM

- OSAN Citizen College for 100-years

The PEOPLE

Captain • Organization • Citizen Activist
If you think in terms of a year, plant a seed;
If in terms of ten years, plant trees;
If in terms of 100 years, teach the people.
OSAN Citizen College for 100-years

Question School: 물음표학교
Exclamation School: 느낌표학교
Platform: 플랫폼

Learning Program → Healthy
Build an infrastructure → Green
‘Question school created by question’

Customized for citizen
Run&Learn
Lecture is delivered to the place they want at a favorable time

Citizen’s participation
Learning Salon
Request for creating a class
↓
Citizen planners plan and organize classes

Linked to community
Osan workshop
Planning programs related to the local community
↓
Support for community activities

600 classes
115 classes
20 classes
‘Sharing what you learned
Exclamation school’

2-year Senior Regular Course

1st year 1st semester
Learning about me & Encounter

1st year 2nd semester
Exploring interesting fields

2nd year 1st semester
Strengthen capabilities by fields

2nd year 2nd semester
Course for nurturing active leaders
Opportunity of learning
Interest in local community
Active participation in local community

Step.1
Run & Learn
Art & cultural program • Hobbies • leisure

Step.2
Learning Salon
Osan Workshop
Liberal art education • Citizenship education

Step.3
Exclamation School
Nurturing leaders of local community
‘No Building, Only Learning places’

Campus : 6
Stepping-stone classroom : 252
‘No Paper, Only Platform’

All-in one search for learning programs
- Integrated management of lifelong learning organization within the community

Management of learning history
- Utilization for career designing and job applying

Mobile environment
- Online reservation system
Interaction between Online and Offline

Online
- Reserve Learning spaces
- Search & Register Learning programs
- Communicate with Learning clubs

Offline
For 220,000 Osan citizens

1,152 people

1 person

CAPTAIN

CITIZEN ACTIVIST

Village coordinator 59
Learning planner 88
Lifelong learning manager by district 14
Stepping-stone coordinator 143
Adult literacy teacher 11
Run&Learn instructor 303
Sharing instructor 137
Learning instructor 202
Instructor for designing dreams 195

6 people

ORGANIZATION

Support

Philosophy

Willingness
The SYSTEM

Resident

The PEOPLE

Lifelong Learning

Citizen

Support of CITIZEN ACTIVIST

Willingness of CAPTAIN

Philosophy of ORGANIZATION

Question School

Exclamation School

All place in Learning Network

Platform

Bottom up Learning program

Learning places in everywhere

Equality of learning
Lead the Paradigm in lifelong learning

Lifelong learning by citizens, for citizens and of citizens